Seeking Performative Beauty

ABSTRACT
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With digital design and fabrication becoming ever more common in architectural
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design, the computational geometry topic of discretizing freeform surfaces into
flat panels has become a common challenge. At the present, most approaches
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to the issue of preserving a 2D-tessellation on a freeform surface are focused
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on optimizing the shape of the structure by approximating geometric “equallysized” flat patterns. In doing so, these strategies treat the approximation of the
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desired shape as the primary goal, leaving aside the aesthetical aspect of the
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p a n e l i n g , w h i c h c a n b e s e e n a s h a v i n g a n o r n a m e n t a l q u a l i t y. I n c o n t r a s t t o t h e s e
common strategies, the project presented in this paper pursues a more holistic
approach that tries to integrate aesthetical as well as structural issues by using
more complex as well as more performative patterns for the discretization. In the
p r e s e n t p a p e r, w e p r e s e n t a l g o r i t h m i c s t r a t e g i e s t h a t w e r e d e s i g n e d t o i n t e g r a t e
from the aesthetics of an exposed timber structure, through analysis of structural
loading feedbacks to a detailed level of the physical joint system, as part of the
fundamental early design decisions. The consequence of the overall negotiations
relies fully on their physical integration through computational design. The present
paper discusses both the algorithmic techniques and the joint systems through
a series of case studies. At the end of the paper we provide an overview to
upcoming tasks including the production of a major structure.
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1

I n trodu c tion

Architectural design aesthetics play a major role when designing a building. However, the aesthetics of a
digital design are frequently altered when it turns into building construction (Ruffo Calderon and Hirschberg
2011). In order to approximate a digital design, and due to material and physical constraints, a double
curved freeform structure needs to be divided into curved components or flat panels. However, the physical
constraints of nonstandard geometries are frequently a post-rationalized concern rather than early design
integration (Scheurer 2010). Altogether, the extensive digital revolution has exposed an urgent need for a

Fig. 1

fundamental integration of digital design, fabrication processes and building construction technologies.
The present paper discusses a series of strategies for preserving the aesthetics of ornamental 2D patterns
in order to discretize a positive double curved transitional surface through computational algorithmic design
and building construction technologies. This ongoing funded research project (Ruffo Calderon 2011)
introduces different techniques for approximating a desired pattern and for visualizing complex systems of
tessellations to envelop freeform geometries.
In terms of building construction, any freeform surface can be approximated by using plane triangular
patterns (Glymph et al. 2004). However, a complex geometrical issue arises if the approximation of the
desired shape should be divided into ornaments of four or more sided elements. Unlike in the case
with the triangular elements, where the preservation of the exact 2D pattern in the 3D environment is
a straightforward process, for more complex paneling patterns this becomes a problem. To preserve
the aesthetics of the 2D pattern, shape approximation operations must be performed through advanced
computational geometrical algorithms.
The aesthetic control faces a twofold issue: since the 2D-pattern may be distorted -depending on the
complexity of the shape- when it is mapped onto a freeform surface we need to integrate a live simulation
model in order to keep the decision of the aesthetic control of the computed pattern in the designer’s hands.
Second, when the algorithm is calculating the geometry of an individual panel, our intention is focused on
preserving the designer’s control throughout the design, fabrication and construction processes. In other
words, our work focuses on allowing designers to control the overall meaning of a digital building based on
aesthetical enhancement right from an early stage of the design and to follow it through to actual building
construction (Ruffo Calderon and Hirschberg 2011).
The building material we are using is cross-laminated timber board or CLT. CLT material has an excellent
reputation as a sustainable and regenerative material and CLT boards can be easily machined with a
large variety of robotic tools including CNC milling machines. As per the structure, the joints between CLT
boards have to transfer positive and negative axial forces, lateral forces and bending moments, since these

Figure 1. An overview of the interface of the
platform showing interactively how to select a
pattern and the population of the flat components
Figure 2. Process of the 3D plane components
Left: A double curved surface with the so-called
Honeycomb pattern
Right: The concept of the algorithmic approach
based on triangle negotiations
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CLT structures are intended to be self-supporting, thus carrying all loads without any additional support
structure. At the present, there are no built examples that use such joints for CLT structures (Schickhofer et
al. 2010). Consequently, this paper proposes a new joint: the “sewed” joint, whose stitch pattern is similar
in appearance to the stitches of a seam. Since these joints will be exposed on the exterior of the building
envelope, they will have a dominant influence on the appearance of the structure. Hence being able to
control the relationships and the distribution of the connectors is not only a question of load transferring
between the panels but also a creative and intuitive process carried out by the architect.
Here our approach becomes significant, as it fully relies on the use and design of fundamental computational
means in order to hold all the stages of the construction life cycle from the initial architectural design,
through to the actual construction of the building. The core aim of our ongoing research project is both the
design of software capable of dealing with the geometrical and physical constraints, and the design of a
major structure. The latter is meant to demonstrate that the integration between a digital design and the
physical constraints, when dealing with a complex freeform geometry, is possible.
2

Ex pl o ri ng Di fferent Al g o ri thmi c Po ssi bi l i ti es

Regarding related investigations to the problem at hand, there exist two main known solutions in the
international

research community. The first solution is focused on the optimization of the desired

design based on computational progressive approximations (Cutler et al. 2007; Pottmann et al. 2007;
Eigensatz et al. 2010). The second approach is based on the 3D tangent plane intersection (Hans
1993; Almegaard 2003; Bagger 2010; Stavric et al. 2010, 2011). While making use of the mentioned
algorithmic knowledge, the main advantage of our approach, is that it is based on live explorations of
the discretized shapes (Figure 1) in order to visualize the entire optimization process. This allows us to
test the sequential advances and the aesthetic results in a dynamic and faster form. This particular form

Fig. 3

was a way to crack the complexities hidden in computational geometry and mathematical form finding
into more manageable processes in order to make them more suitable for designers (Ruffo Calderon
Figure 3. The honeycomb pattern applied into
-left and right- positive double curvature surfaces
(parabolic) and center on a hyperbolic surface.
Note that the honeycomb pattern is transformed
into a non-convex pattern in negative curvature
Figure 4. A Graphic system is designed in order
to set up different permutations and variations
between tessellations

and Hirschberg 2011).
2.1

COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY DESIGN: A CORE ISSUE

One major issue within computational geometry design (Mount 2002) is that of tessellating either partially or
entirely a given freeform surface out of planar components. The overall task becomes progressively complex
and demanding to solve as it involves a major cross-multidisciplinary task (Ruffo Calderon and Hirschberg
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2011). The issue demands different background knowledge such as mathematical, geometrical, formfinding techniques, physical and material constraints and moreover associative and parametric
design, algorithmic or scripting knowledge.
This paper focuses on positive and negative double curved surfaces that may manage complex curvature
variations. It also considers the issue of working, in the same design form, with parabolic and hyperboloid
curvature variations.
3

Fig. 7

Algor ith mic De sign Str a te gie s B a sed o n Real ti me Ex pl o rati o ns

Our algorithmic approach, takes in the first instance the UV values of a 2D plane and, in the second
selects three points that rely on the desired 2D ornament, which eventually form a plane triangle on
the 3D surface, the IJ plane (Figure 2). The IJ and the neighboring planes intersect each other in
order to find the pattern of the central cell. We repeat this process several times through the whole
surface in order to aim the desired pattern.
The three points on the algorithm strategy keep no deviation from the desired design to approximate,
since they already rely on the 3D surface. The latter is a major advantage that allows the smoothness
of the design to discretize very similar to the given one. However, we are also in the process of
approximating more complex non-uniform shapes with the intention to keep the ornament defined in
the 2D plane as similar as possible. Figure 3 showcases different possibilities for double curvature
variations concerning both parabolic and hyperbolic surfaces.
In order to integrate multiple tessellations, we propose a ‘graphic system’ in which the algorithm
semi-automatically negotiates the points that describe the 2D desired ornament (Figure 4). This
opens up further possibilities to integrate multiple and complex tessellations on the UV plane and
out of it too.
After a tessellation has been selected and the resultant flat panels are found, a major question arises:
how to deal with strong curvature changes, especially when the desired surfaces continuously
describe positive and negative Gaussian variations (Figure 5). We have explained and shown in
Figure 3 that negative curvature surfaces will result in non-convex patterns. However the major
problem that we are currently facing is the continuity of the properties of the algorithm when it meets
strong curvature variations, especially those beyond transitional surfaces.
During our investigations in computational geometry design, we noticed a major relationship. The
rules that govern the desired surface, either by building it or manipulating it, need to be coded within
the algorithmic solution. One major constraint is the geometry to approximate but another one is the
geometric rules that describe the desired design curvature in the first place.

Figure 5. This figure analyses the fundamental
importance of the transitional components i.e. the
patterns (panels), which change form when the
local curvature diverges from positive to negative
Gaussian values
Figure 6. This figure showcases different
possibilities for hexagonal tessellation permutations
mapped on a positive double curved surface
Figure 7. Left ornament (Srf00) seeks a hexagonal
patter all the way through the surface whilst right
ornament (Srf01) is based on the FEM feedbacks
and then re-designed for a better distribution of the
loading joints that hold the structure
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Fig. 9

A l g o ri thmi c Desi g n Real ti me Po tenti al i ti es

Presently, the potential of our algorithm is determined by the following variables: a) the possibility to vary
the number of elements in either U or V values, b) the possibility to change the scale of the components in
a local, regional or global scale, c) the possibility to change the topological structure of the tessellation, d)
the possibility to approximate a desired pattern by interfering in the properties of the local curvature, e) the
possibility to interactively negotiate all the above potentialities in live fashion.
Different honeycomb ornamental possibilities are demonstrated in Figure 6. The potentialities described
earlier are enhanced; by changing v-ery simple rules at the core of the system to control the aesthetics of the
3D ornament. Certainly, these aesthetics are not only related to the ornament itself but also to the changes
of the curvature to meet (Figure 5). In order to meet the complexities analyzed in Figure 5 aim this latter, we
are currently exploring different possibilities for improving the behavior of our algorithms to achieve a better
approximation of the aesthetical ornament, and a better performance of the overall structure.
The major case study discussed here (Figure 7) experiences major curvature variations with an impact
on the overall structure. In Figure 6, the left surface (Srf00) is based on a positive double curved design
whilst the right surface (Srf01) is based on a negative double curved design. Here, our algorithm uses a
major feature where the output ornament may be variable in form. In doing so, our explorations become
relevant in terms of structural and aesthetical meaning. With the current approach, we intend to create a
digital feedback that loops towards getting one of the best performances that embrace the whole network
of components working as a single self-support system. Thus, by inferring in the ornament in the first place,
one may get both the approximation of the desired design and the control of the aesthetics of the pattern.

Fig. 10

4.1

FEM FEEDBACKS FOR DESIGNING AN ORNAMENTAL TOPOLOGY STRUCTURE

In order to negotiate the aesthetics of the ornamental design on a self-supported structure, we know that
FEM feedbacks (section 7) constrain our designs in a two-fold way. The first is that the flat panels on a
surface should communicate tension forces through the whole surface and over a single direction without
breaking the path (Figure 8, P0 and P1 lines). As we will explain in section 8 this will also lead to the
population of components and the aesthetics of the overall joint system. The second issue, consequently,
Figure 8. Structural ornament based on FEM feedbacks

is that the very first design should be similar to a transitional surface. In other words, the two border lines

Figure 9. Top: Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, 2006,
Architect: Álvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura
with Cecil Balmond – Arup

(Figure 8, BLa0-BLa1 and BLb0-BLb1) forming a surface should remain similar in dimensions. At the end

Bottom: Chapel for the Deaconesses of St-Loup,
2008, Architects: Localarchitecture + Danilo

of section 6 we are providing some early results of the structural tension tests in order to keep the overall
aesthetics by using one single material (CLT).
In the following sections, we explain in more detail how the CLT structures, the assembling techniques

Mondada, Structure: IBOIS – Hani Buri, Yves
Weinand

and the joints explored in our project, are generated in order to create an integrated algorithmic design.

Figure 10. Top: The “sewed” joints, cross section
showing axial forces N1 resp. N2, lateral forces V1
resp. V2 and bending moments M1 resp. M2

5

Bottom: Top view

the structural details are not visible, hidden under an external envelope and/or interior layer. One of the rare

F reefo rm C LT Structures

Freeform CLT structures are not very common especially the ones with exposed structural detail; usually
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built examples is the Chapel for the Deaconesses of St-Loup, built in 2008 by Localarchitecture + Danilo
Mondada (Figure 9). The structural engineering was performed by Hani Buri and Yves Weinand from IBOIS,
Lausanne; based on a former research project by Buri named Origami – Folded Plate Structures in which
he investigated the performance of regular Origami folded plate structures (Buri 2010).
Another example that explored exposed structures is the Serpentine Gallery Pavilion (2005) by Álvaro
Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura in collaboration with Cecil Balmond of the AGU-Arup, where the latter
investigated a universal connection detail in a grid roof structure that was entirely built of timber. The
construction works well in detail, but it deforms the homogeneous pattern along the surface. For example at
the intersection points we observe an irregular displacement of the structural pattern from one intersection
point to the next one (Figure 9). Joints have significant influence on the structure’s characteristics,
therefore the consistency of an architectural structural detail over the structure, as a whole is crucial for the
appearance of a building with an exposed structure. In the following section we will discuss how to control
the pattern of a joint detail of a self supported CLT -freeform structure, in order to preserve the aesthetic of
the initial design, both in terms of the form and the architectural detailing.
6

Th e B e a u ty of Arc h ite c tu r a l Str u c tural Detai l s

“Joints are the key to harmonious structures. The challenge for the designer is to produce joints

Fig. 11

which early communicate their function - the job they are actually doing - and to do this in an efficient
and elegant way” (Addis 1994). Andrew W. Charleson identifies ten characteristics of contemporary
detailing: refinement, slenderness, expression of materiality, innovation, complexity, sculptural
quality, relationship of building form, sensitivity to human proximity, relationship to building function
and expression of structural action (Charleson 1994). We consider five of these characteristics of
fundamental importance for our investigation: refinement, innovation, sculptural quality, and relationship
to building form, function and expression of structural action.
In the following section, we discuss how structural detailing can contribute to the aesthetic of an
exposed timber structure. Naturally, structural engineers and architects have different objectives
when evaluating the performance of an architectural detail. However, the aim is to find a compromise
between the engineer’s criteria, providing enough structural performance of the joint detail, and the
architect’s urgent need for the aesthetics of structural detailing. In other words, we integrate a FEM
stress analysis of a non-homogeneous plane structure into the design decisions at an early design
stage. We consider how much influence does the architect have concerning the joint design? With
associative and parametric software, we compare different discretized pattern variations on a desired
design, on which we apply different patterns in order to compare the resulting joint pattern. As a result
of this work, we expect to deepen the collaboration between architects and engineers.
As described by Andrew Charleson, the joint system dramatically contributes to the appearance of

Fig. 12

the exposed structure (Charleson 1994). In order to meet the designated requirements of the joints
(i.e. aesthetically pleasing higher performance load transmission capacity and easy assembly) in our
project, we had to invent a new joint system - the so-called “sewed” joint (Figures 10, 11) (Schimek
et al. 2010). At the moment no such joints for CLT- space structures exist (Schickhofer et al. 2010).
Since such space structures are made of cross laminated timber panels or CLT, which carry all loads
without any additional structure, the joints of the single panels have to transfer both, positive and
negative axial forces, lateral forces and bending moments.
Simultaneously, the joints must be as efficient as possible due to aesthetic and economic reasons.
Hence, the load-bearing capacity of the joints should not be much lower than the panel’s one. Thus,
for instance, areas with low stresses get a smaller number of connectors.
Caused by the anisotropic material behavior of timber, deviations between the grain direction of the
outer layer of the CLT-panels and the cleats have to be avoided as far as possible. Tensile stresses
perpendicular to the grain in the panels should be as small as possible (Figure 12).
With a CNC-machine, slots are cut into the panels in order to glue parallel laminated veneer (cleats
made of KERTO-S, which is an engineered timber material with high mechanical load capacity).
According to the stresses, the interval of the cleats can be modified.
We are currently working on a parametric controlled connector system in order to connect the panels
of a freeform building using processed standard elements like CLT-panels (Schimek et al. 2010).

Figure11. Top: 3D-model of inserted KERTO-S
cleats (close-up) - Bottom: Sewed joint between
CLT panels
Figure 12. Joint assembly in real scale at the
tension load test - KERTO-S connector and panel
are sliced for the test - CLT grain direction and
connector aligned
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7

P atter n o f J o i nts

Five criteria define and respectively constrain the aesthetical appearance of our innovative joints: size,
geometry, position, orientation and quantity of connectors. Two of the criteria, size and geometry, are
determined by the structural engineers specifications. This is based on their experience, their empirical
observation of load tests with mock-ups and FEM analysis. Hence finding room for an architectural
inference is very challenging and leaves us with the question at hand to what extent will the remaining three
criteria (position, orientation and quantity) be flexible for an aesthetical intervention?
The engineers deliver the FEM stress analysis of the shape designed by the architect. The model used in
this analysis is an ideal model, in other words the orthotropic characteristics of the timber material is not
taken into account; mechanical parameters of the material are being estimated. Two calculation algorithms
are performed in the FEM software ABAQUS:
•

Orientation of stress components give a hint for the required grain direction of the relevant
member – required data for joint orientation and position

•

Range of section moments give a hint for the number of connectors to be inserted

We consider this early stage FEM stress analysis a “calculated estimation” that conducts the design
interventions concerning the connector position, distribution and orientation. We use this method to
investigate different patterns on the same shape and compare the joint patterns that are dependent on
ABAQUS’ pre-calculation. Figure 13 shows the visualization of the section moments field output of the

Fig. 13

FEM analysis that provides the data for the design interventions on the desired surface. According to the
retrieved data, we adjust the parameters of the shape’s discretized pattern in the parametric model. After
visualizing the connector pattern, the loop goes back to the FEM again. In case of an unsatisfying result,
we repeat this process until we reach an aesthetical satisfying solution. The connector´s angle depends
on the shape of the surface and, more importantly, on the selected ornament. Figure 14 shows that it is
crucial to use an ornament, which allows a preferred (grain) direction between the panels over the entire
structure. The consequence is a limitation of the variations of possible patterns but also challenges the
potential of our algorithm.
8

Mo dul ati o n

The alteration of the pattern flattens the angles of the neighboring members leading to a preferred
grain direction of the members, which is to be favored since a minimal deviation between grain
direction of the outer layers of the panels and connector orientation is crucial to optimize the load
transmission ratio (Figure 15).
Another issue, which arises from the manipulation of the pattern, is the length of the connecting
edges. We need to keep a minimum length of the connecting edges in order to place enough
connectors that meet the required static performance of the joint, which has been calculated in
the structural analysis – the longer the edge the more connectors can be set (Figure 16). With
this optimization process, we are able to influence the appearance of the joint pattern significantly.
Fig. 14

9

Co ncl usi o ns and F urther Di scussi o n

We have discussed a novel computational design strategy for integrating digital design freeforms with the
building construction constraints. Our present approach is, to solve major computational geometry issues
that are constrained by the material and the construction features. The fundamental desired outcome of our
approach comes from the logics hidden on the algorithmic calculations that combine both the aesthetical
organization of the cells forming a topological structure and the aesthetical population of the structural
loadings, which tend to turn the overall computational design meaning into physical self-support systems.
There are very few, either engineering or architectural, contemporary strategies that are trying to deal with
these kinds of complexities in order to meet a given design. However, most of them do it after the design
has been defined, and, this is a fundamental issue that we believe needs to be solved in the very first place,
Figure 13. Visualization/Comparison of Srf00 (Top)
and Srf01 (Bottom) in Abaqus showing section
moments (SM) at integration points (colored mesh)
Figure 14. Visualization and comparison of
connector pattern of two different shapes. Laser cut
cardboard models; Top: Srf00, Bottom: Srf01

i.e. when the design is being conceived. Certainly, this is not a straightforward task since, in order to do so,
one may need to integrate major fundamental features from different design and engineering backgrounds.
To this end, we are currently developing a software-tool, which would be able to crack the
complexities hidden in computational geometry and mathematical form finding into more manageable
processes, in order to make them more suitable and intuitive for designers. We expect to deepen
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the collaboration between architects and engineers. For testing this, we are currently working on
a major structure that is intended to integrate the digital desired form on a physical building. This
structure will demonstrate the possibilities inherent in the software-tool that can be used for other
major buildings in the present and in the very near future.
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Figure 15. Physical models comparing the
connector angles
Figure 16. Physical models comparing the length of
connecting edges
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